RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN COAL PREPARATION AND UTILIZATION

By A. C. Fieldner
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In the Minerals Yearbook for 1932–33, the writer presented the background that led up to the new developments in coal utilization. A reading of the previous discussion is necessary to provide the perspective for the following account of new developments in 1933, which also includes a brief review of the present status of the more important developments described in last year’s report.

CLASSIFICATION AND PROPERTIES OF COAL

Classification.—After several years of fact finding and research, the Sectional Committee on the Classification of Coal of the American Society for Testing Materials, functioning under the rules of the American Standards Association, has recommended tentative specifications for the classification of coals according to rank and grade. This agreement of the committee is timely in view of the urgent need of authoritative and uniform standards for classification under the coal codes and by regional selling agencies.

The classification by rank is based on the composition and physical properties of the coal, with emphasis on the properties that vary in the progressive alteration of coal in the natural series from lignite to anthracite. The classification by grade depends primarily on the amount and nature of the impurities and is determined by the calor-
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ific value, amount of ash and sulphur, and ash-softening temperature of the coal as sold. Size-stability and caking properties will be included as soon as standard methods for their determination are agreed upon.

During 1933 a number of important papers were published dealing with technical aspects of coal classification. Gauger, Barrett, and Williams 4 determined the ash-forming minerals in a number of coals, and Thiessen 5 calculated the minerals in coal from ash analyses. Thiessen 6 and Herzog 7 presented data on simplified ash-correction formulas. The Illinois Geological Survey 8 published some results from an intensive study of the calorific value of Illinois coals, with particular reference to the regional values of the different beds referred to a unit coal basis—that is, free from moisture and mineral matter.

The growing interest in the composition of coal ash has been recognized by the British Fuel Research Station. Recently it published a description of chemical methods for ash analysis. 9 Now the application of spectrographic methods 10 to the examination of ash for minor constituents and for rare elements is being studied. These may be of importance to users because of their possible catalytic effect upon the reactions of coal hydrogenation. Appreciable quantities of germanium and traces of boron, chromium, lithium, molybdenum, manganese, lead, tin, vanadium, zinc, and possibly gallium have been found in coal ashes.

The Research Council of Alberta has shown that appreciable oxidation 11 takes place during the air-drying of low-rank coals and that the oven-humidity influences the slacking indices of coal as determined by the accelerated test. 12 Both the Canada Department of Mines 13 and the United States Bureau of Mines 14 have continued their studies of simple methods for measuring the caking properties of coals and have published tentative procedures for these tests.

Grindability.—Heywood, 15 working with British coals, finds that the relative resistances to grinding of different types of coal, in order of their increasing resistance, are: Fusain, 0.47; vitrain, 1.00; clairain
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and durain, 2.18. However, he finds that the hardness and toughness of the coal pulverized has but little effect on "characteristic curves" in which the relative diameters of the particles are plotted against the amounts of residue remaining on the sieve.

Two modifications \(^{16}\) of the ball-mill method for determining the grindability of coal have been proposed, and enough progress has been made in correlating \(^{17}\) laboratory "grindability" tests with actual pulverizer performance to permit practical use of these tests. The equally important test for friability or size-stability has been studied. Yancey and Zane \(^{18}\) conclude that the drop or shatter test is best adapted for showing the breakage occurring in handling the larger sizes of coal in loading and unloading cars but that the tumbler test is the method most generally suitable for estimating the relative friability of different coals because it combines the shattering due to impact and the attrition due to rubbing together of pieces of coal.

**Sampling.**—Issuance of British Standard Specification for the Sampling of Large and Run-of-Mine Coal \(^{19}\) in August 1933 calls attention to the valuable work of Grumell and Dunningham \(^{20}\) in making a new study of the principles of coal sampling and in reviewing the classical work of Bailey \(^{21}\) upon which the present American methods for coal sampling are based. They confirm the necessity for strict observance of the quantities of coal required according to Bailey's "size-weight" theory for each step in the size reduction of gross samples but present a new theory based upon the variability or "average error" of coal consignments. Their data tend to show that the "average error" is a characteristic of commercial coals and increases with increasing ash content. In general, the British methods \(^{22}\) permit the taking of smaller gross samples, especially in the larger sizes of coal, than does the method of the American Society for Testing Materials, which is a general method applicable to all grades and sizes of coal.

Mott and Wheeler \(^{23}\) investigated the commercial sampling of coke. They found that more care was required to obtain a correct sample with respect to moisture than with respect to ash. They give a formula for calculating the number of increments necessary from different parts of the consignment to insure a water content within 1 percent of its true value.

**Plastic properties.**—A large number of papers has been published during the year on methods for determining the upper and lower
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temperatures of the plastic stage of coals and the degree of plasticity attained. Bunte and associates of the Gas Institute of Karlsruhe, Germany, have developed an electric furnace and apparatus for determining simultaneously the plastic range and plasticity by the Foxwell nitrogen-flow method, swelling index, and rate of gas evolution.

Pieters, Koopmans, and Hovers have devised a novel type of plastometer, which measures the resistance offered by the compressed charge of pulverized and heated coal to the horizontal movement of a vertical needle.

Gieseler, after study of previous methods, offers a different type of apparatus, with which he measures the plasticity by determining the velocity of rotation of a stirrer shaft immersed in the closely confined charge of pulverized coal. The shaft is driven by a constant force, and the apparatus is standardized with oils of known viscosity.

Arnu, using a modification of the dilatometer method of Audibert and Delmas, showed that even mild oxidation or weathering greatly reduced the swelling properties of certain coals and suggested the use of this test for selecting coal or mixtures of coal for the production of metallurgical coke.

Pitting, using the Layng-Hathorne nitrogen-flow method, determined the plastic range of 17 Chinese coals and found that the pressure difference in the plastic range arranged the coals in order of their coking ability.

Mott and coworkers of the Department of Fuel Technology of Sheffield University have continued their studies of the mechanism of coke formation. They developed a form of dilatometer known as the Sheffield laboratory coking apparatus, in which a column of 60-mesh coal is heated gradually and allowed to expand against a loaded plunger. They found that swelling of single particles of bright and dull coals began at approximately the same temperatures as contraction of the column of particles of the same coal subjected to a load of 100 grams and, in case of bright coals, ended at approximately the temperature of final expansion. At the temperature where the column began to contract under load, designated as the softening point, the individual particles began to soften and fill the voids. As long as the gas could escape between voids the column did not expand, but when the softening proceeded to the point where the single particles coalesced to fill the voids the coal column began to expand owing to the force of the evolved gases. The upper temperature limit of plasticity was marked by a sudden release of gases owing to the formation of a rigid coke structure; this limit varied with the degree of freedom for the coal to expand, being raised from about 400° to 500° C. when the coal was heated under conditions not permitting any expansion or free escape of gas.
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The range between the softening or initial contraction temperature and the initial expansion temperature is termed the stage of primary plasticity, and the range over which the coal swells is called the stage of secondary plasticity. It was found that the temperature of initial oil evolution coincided with that of initial gas evolution and that these phenomena occurred at about the initial contraction or softening temperature as determined in the Sheffield Laboratory dilatometer test.  

Mott believes that the development of plasticity in a coal and consequently its coking properties are conditioned by the wettability of the solid residue by the oils formed on heating the coal. Oxidizing the surfaces of coal particles decreases the wettability and consequently destroys the plasticity and coking power. Foxwell agrees that wettability is an important factor but believes that the action of expanding gases in forcing fluid matter to the surfaces of particles and in swelling the pieces of coal so as to put the charge under pressure also is necessary to the formation of a strong, coherent coke.

**Chemical constitution and utilization.**—Lowry, of the Coal Research Laboratory, Carnegie Institute of Technology, on the basis of a critical review of published data, concludes that the coal molecule has resulted from condensation and polymerization of polynuclear six-membered carbon ring compounds and suggests that this structure becomes more and more condensed as coal passes through the various ranks—peat, lignite, bituminous coal, and anthracite. The aromatics found in coal tar result primarily from dehydrogenation and decarboxylation of depolymerized nuclei present in the original coal. He points out the need for additional work on the fundamental chemistry of coal and its reactions in order that it may be utilized to better advantage.

An excellent review of the nature and occurrence of lignite and the progress made in its utilization has been published by Lavine.

**PREPARATION OF COAL**

**General features.**—In 1933 continued progress was made in the preparation of coal for the market, though at a somewhat reduced pace. Development was confined principally to the improvement of existing facilities or the installation of new equipment for sizing and/or cleaning small coal, to meet the demand partly occasioned by the increased use of automatic stokers for heating homes and other small buildings.

The capacity of screening and hand-picking methods installed or contracted for during the year was reported to be about 6,770 tons per hour and that for mechanical cleaning equipment about 5,575 tons per hour. This survey showed that new major preparation facilities were installed at 63 plants during the year and that 31 of these included units for the mechanical cleaning of all or some portion
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of the product. All modern types of coal washing and cleaning equipment were represented. The new jig installations are mostly of the Baum type, in which air pressure instead of a piston is used to produce mobility in the jig bed. So far as is known, the first use of the photo-electric cell for controlling the discharge of refuse from a jig bed has been made at one of the mines of the Union Collieries Co., at Renton, Pa.

The apparent trend toward the increased use of the smaller sizes of coal has caused further attention to be given to dedusting methods, better cleaning methods, and improved methods for crushing coal with a minimum production of dust. Curiously enough, this trend toward small coal appears at a time when the introduction of new methods of mining—such as the coal saw, compressed air and carbon dioxide, and new methods of blasting—tend toward increasing the percentage of lump coal produced.

Two new dry-cleaning shaking tables were developed during the year; one employs both reciprocation and flow of air to produce mobility in the separation bed,\(^41\) and the other utilizes reciprocation without air to separate 2 to 1\(\frac{1}{4}\)-inch nut coal in a bed of \(\frac{3}{4}\)- to 0-inch coal.\(^42\) The former device was developed at the Battelle Memorial Institute, Columbus, Ohio, and the latter has been installed at the No. 18 mine of the Peabody Coal Co., West Frankfort, Ill., to handle a size formerly hand-picked.

The Southern Experiment Station of the Bureau of Mines, in cooperation with the University of Alabama, has continued washability studies of southern coals.\(^43\) The University of Illinois has published a study of the washing characteristics of Illinois coals.\(^44\)

**Flotation.**—Little progress was made in the United States in the increased use of froth flotation for cleaning fine coal sludges, although the Pittsburgh Coal Co. continued the flotation plants at its mines. In Europe about 60 coal flotation plants have been installed; Germany and Spain have over 20 and England 6, with a combined capacity of about 3,000,000 tons per year.\(^45\) A summary of the present status of coal flotation was published during the year by the Bureau of Mines.\(^46\) In England the Fuel Research Station\(^47\) continued its study of the Elmore vacuum system of flotation for cleaning fine coal, largely because of the ease of draining the clean coal produced. Coal up to \(\frac{3}{4}\)-inch size is handled by this process with no frothing reagent.

The Fuel Research Station also continued its investigation of the baffling of conical sludge tanks to improve settling of sludge and clarification of washer water. Tanks with two types of baffles gave 27- and 43-percent increase in settling capacity over the same tank without baffles.
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German investigators 48 found that fusain could be floated effectively from dust and slimes of certain Ruhr and British coals; with certain others no selective flotation was obtained.

A British patent 49 has been issued for the separation of resins from finely powdered coal in two stages of flotation. Ammonium hydroxide, turpentine, pine oil, or cresol is the frothing agent in the first stage; and potassium alum, with additional ammonium hydroxide, is used in the second stage.

Dedusting.—The practice of removing some portion of the finer sizes from the feed to a washing or cleaning plant, or from a product for some special market, increased during the year. In Illinois two mines installed or modified equipment for dedusting buckwheat coal marketed as stoker fuel. Ten-mesh vibrating screens operating in combination with air aspiration for removal of material through 48-mesh are used at one of the plants and vibrating screens alone at the other.

Although screening fine coal from the feed to washing or cleaning plants has been a common practice, 50 the removal of the finest sizes pneumatically has not progressed in the United States as rapidly as in Europe. 51 The disposal of the dust so produced is a major problem. An excellent review 52 of the various systems employed in England and the methods of utilizing the dust has been issued by the Utilization of Coal Committee of the Institution of Mining Engineers.

Prevention of breakage.—An improved device for minimizing the breakage of coal during the loading of ships was announced in England. 53 It consists of a telescopic tube that maintains a continuous unbroken column of coal to the point of discharge. Breakage of the column due to the collapse of the heap of coal or other sudden movements is said to be impossible. Such a device may prove useful for purposes other than ship loading.

Dust-prevention treatment and dyeing.—Continued interest has been shown in the preparation of dustless coal and coke. Calcium chloride, oils, and various other materials are sprayed on domestic fuels, either at the mine or coal yard, to prevent dusting. 54

The necessity of providing a quantitative method for measuring dustiness of coal and coke has been recognized by the Koppers
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Research Laboratory. Their method, after use over a period of years, was published in 1933.55

Processes have been proposed for improving the ignitability of coke by coating it with a film of coal dust, using tar as an adhesive56; also for giving it a distinctive appearance by quenching it in water containing coloring materials or even electroplating the coke with copper or nickel.57

Flocculation of slurries.—Improvement in the clarification of washery water and increased rate of settling of solids have been obtained at several washeries in the United States through the use of lime as a flocculating agent. In Belgium further development in the use of frozen starch grains for this purpose has been made by M. R. A. Henry, managing director of a large colliery.58 This process, or a modification of it, has been examined by several coal companies in the United States. In this process lime, starch, and caustic soda solutions are added to slurry water in the proportion of 9 ounces of lime, ¼ ounce of starch, and ½ ounce of caustic soda per ton of slurry water.

An anthracite colliery in Wales found ammonium and calcium hydroxides very satisfactory for clarifying washery water and preventing the adsorption of clay on the surface of the finer commercial sizes below 1 inch.59 In Germany the use of colloids instead of electrolytes is favored. Protective colloids, particularly those of vegetable origin, such as swollen potato starch, were found to increase the settling rate greatly.60 Successful, practical results were obtained in five Ruhr washeries.61 Five to thirty grams of starch were added to each cubic meter of slurry per 100 grams of solids in the slurry. The larger amounts of starch were required for high-volatile low-rank coals; the smaller amounts for medium- or low-volatile coking coals. The clarified water contained less than 1 gram of solids per cubic meter.

Studies at the British Fuel Research Station show that the best treatment varies with the local condition at each washery.62

**BRIQUETTING**

The Illinois State Geological Survey has made briquets satisfactory with respect to hardness and friability from certain Illinois bituminous coals without the addition of binding materials.63 One-tenth of a pound of coal, crushed to pass a ¾-inch to ¾-inch screen and preheated 10 minutes at 300° C. in an oven, was briquetted by the impact of a 500-pound weight dropped 4½ feet. No information on the commercial success of the experimental Apfelbeck press for briquetting German bituminous coals without binder, referred to in last year’s
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COMBUSTION

One of the outstanding papers of the year on underfeed combustion was contributed by the Pittsburgh Experiment Station of the United States Bureau of Mines. It showed that the rate of ignition is much more important in underfeed burning than it is in overfeed fuel beds and that it fixes limits to the outputs that can be obtained. Activity is continuing in the development and installation of automatic domestic stokers. Domestic pulverized-coal burners are being tried out in Ohio, and the Anthracite Institute's "heat machine" was exhibited at the Century of Progress. The Philadelphia & Reading Coal & Iron Co. has developed a house-heating furnace for anthracite which automatically feeds the fuel from a storage bin and removes the ash to a receiver. It also provides hot water and may be combined with air-conditioning equipment for cooling the house in the summer. A commercial machine of this type has provided the world's first coal refrigerator in a Pottsville (Pa.) meat-storage warehouse.

Colloidal fuel.—No continuous practical use of oil-coal mixtures has been made since the trip of the Cunard liner Scythia across the Atlantic nearly 2 years ago. Patents 66 issued to this company indicate that they used a mixture of 180-mesh coal with a hydrocarbon oil having a fixed-carbon content of at least 5 percent without a stabilizer. The British Fuel Research Station found that a suspension of 40 percent coal dust in a Persian fuel oil that had been converted to a dilute gel by the addition of 0.5 percent sodium stearate showed no appreciable separation after standing for 5 months at atmospheric temperature, whereas without the stabilizer the mixture began to separate after 20 days. 67 Benthin obtained stable mixtures of pulverized lignite and oil using stabilizers of 1.5 percent soap or creosote oil and small amounts of alkali soaps. 68 From 70 to 80 percent thermal efficiencies have been reported in tests on stationary boiler furnaces. 69 Several interesting reviews of the subject have appeared within the year. 70

Coal-dust engines.—The fuel economy obtained by the direct combustion of coal dust in the cylinders of internal-combustion engines continues to attract discussion. It is reported that a Government committee of experts is looking into the subject in Germany. 71

COMPLETE GASIFICATION

Oxygen enrichment.—Oxygen enrichment again is being tested for the production of producer gas. At the Tegel works in Berlin, Germany, a gas plant of commercial size has been operated under atmospheric pressure on brown-coal briquets and oxygen saturated with water vapor at 91° C. The Lurgi Gesellschaft has operated a test plant continuously for several months. At a gas pressure of 20 atmospheres 184 pounds of fuel per hour per square foot cross-section of shaft was gasified. The fuel column was 10 feet high. It is claimed that the advantages of the process more than outweigh the cost of the oxygen at a price of 5½ d. per cubic foot.72

HIGH-TEMPERATURE CARBONIZATION

The present low ebb in the construction of new coke ovens has not favored new developments of design. However, an interesting new idea is the "Still" process recently described by Dean.73 The Still oven is provided with 10 or 12 gas-collecting pipes inserted into the middle of the charge from the top of the oven at equidistant intervals. Suction on these pipes maintains a pressure slightly below atmospheric. The gases and vapors evolved in the plastic layer are drawn through the uncoked coal instead of passing outward through the hot coke to the oven walls. Decomposition of liquid products is minimized, and the yields and quality of light oil and tar are said to be improved considerably. Results from commercial plants at Wolfsbank and Achenbach, Westphalia, Germany, indicate 30- to 40-percent increase in benzol, 10- to 20-percent increase in tar, and 15- to 25-percent reduction in ammonia.

The increasing demand for benzol in Germany has stimulated efforts to increase yields by decreasing decomposition of light oils in the hot space above the oven charge. Thau74 describes two modifications of ovens in which collecting channels built into the tops of the ovens facilitate the rapid removal of benzol vapors from the hot space above the charge. Decomposition is reduced, and the yields of benzol are said to be increased 8 to 10 percent.

The Pittsburgh Experiment Station of the United States Bureau of Mines has continued at a restricted rate its studies of the gas-, coke-, and byproduct-making properties of American coals. Splint-coal bands from the Elkhorn bed in western Kentucky gave a higher yield and a stronger coke than was obtained from bright coal bands in the same seam. However, the yield of tar from the bright coal was greater than from the splint. The yield and quality of the gas from the two types of coal was nearly the same.75

Properties of coke.—The Midland76 and Northern77 Coke Research Committees of England have continued active work on blending coals and determining the properties of the coke produced in small experimental ovens.78 The Northern Committee has designed a new

72 Drew, Gasification with Oxygen: Gas Jour., vol. 203, 1933, p. 95.
apparatus for the laboratory determination of combustibility in air of small samples of 10–20 mesh coke. The measure of combustibility is the minimum air current through the apparatus in cubic feet per minute that will maintain combustion in the sample for 20 minutes or more after it has been ignited by means of an electrical heater under standardized conditions.

Other investigators have continued their efforts to find chemical substances that can be added to the coal before coking to increase the combustibility or lower the ignition temperature of the resultant coke. Experiments at Leeds University show that sodium carbonate lowers the ignition temperature of cokes prepared above 600° C. but has no effect on those made below 600° C. Sodium carbonate, calcium carbonate, or iron oxide increased the reactivities of the cokes. Similar results were obtained by German investigators. White and Fox, of the University of Michigan, found that less than 10 percent of a sodium compound, such as sodium carbonate, mixed with carbonaceous fuel in a gas generator substantially decreased the amount of carbon dioxide in the producer gas and permitted a reduction of the operating temperature to about 925° C.

Light-oil recovery.—The activated-carbon light-oil recovery plant at Beckton, England, the largest in the world, is producing 3,000,000 imperial gallons of benzol annually, or 3. imperialism gallons per long ton of coal coked. The extraction efficiency is usually over 92 percent. The average over-all steam consumption has been 36.6 pounds per gallon, and the average rate of carbon replacement, 7.1 pounds per 1,000 pounds of benzol. Virtually all the organic sulphur is removed.

Parallel tests of oil absorption and activated carbon processes at Frankfurt-am-Main, Germany, showed higher recoveries and greater removal of organic sulphur compounds, hydrocyanic acid, naphthalene, and other undesirable impurities by the activated-carbon process. Activated charcoal also is being used in Germany for the removal of phenols from crude gas liquors but does not appear as promising as the tricresyl phosphate process developed by I. G. Farbenindustrie. Tricresyl phosphate has 8 times the solvent power of benzene for phenol and 30 times the solvent power for the higher tar acids.

The direct recovery of commercial fractions of tar at coke ovens, using the sensible heat of the oven gases, has made further growth in Great Britain, where this process has been installed at several plants for the production of standard road tars.
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Gum deposits.—No entirely satisfactory method has yet been put into practice to eliminate completely the formation of gums in manufactured-gas distribution lines. Research over the last decade has shown that the sources of these gums are unsaturated hydrocarbons, such as styrene, indene, etc., which, in the presence of small amounts of oxygen and even smaller concentrations of nitric oxide, oxidize and polymerize to form gums or resins, which plug up pilot lights and make meters run slow. In order more readily to study the effect of small percentages of nitric oxide in gases, Fulweiler developed an apparatus in which oxygen and gas are mixed in equal proportions by volume, and the NO₂ thus formed is determined colorimetrically.

Sulphur recovery processes.—The substitution of ammonia from the weak ammonia liquor for soda in the Thylax process for gas purification at Racine, Wis., has made it possible to dispose of the sulphur as a profitable byproduct.

In England the decline in the returns from ammonia stimulated Imperial Chemical Industries, Ltd., to the development of the “Auto” process, which simultaneously removes hydrogen sulphide, hydrogen cyanide, and over half of the ammonia from coke-oven gas. The process depends on the reduction and oxidation of iron ammonium ferrocyanide, which is formed by scrubbing the gas initially with a solution of ferrous sulphate. Free sulphur is recovered by flotation. The total costs, estimated on the basis of an experimental plant, are reported as about 0.41 d. per 1,000 cubic feet of gas.

Recent German developments in dry purification, using towers and extracting the sulphur at the plant, are reported to have economic advantages over wet-purification methods. Of special interest in this connection is the Raffloer dry purification process described by Thau. Specially prepared iron hydroxide is formed into strong porous balls about five-eighths to seven-eighths of an inch in diameter. These balls are packed into cylindrical towers, thus permitting high gas velocities with very low back pressure. The sulphur-saturated balls are removed from the towers, the sulphur leached out and recovered for the market, and the regenerated balls returned to the towers. An experimental plant is located at the Concordia colliery near Oberhausen on the Rhine.

Gas as motor fuel.—The use of compressed gas as motor fuel continues to receive active support from the manufactured-gas companies in England. Several gas filling stations have been established, and certain bus and trucking lines are using gas for demonstration or
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experimental purposes. Usually the gas equipment on a bus or truck consists of 6 to 8 steel containers of gas at 3,000 pounds per square inch pressure giving a cruising range of 60 to 70 miles.

LOW-TEMPERATURE CARBONIZATION

Foreign developments.—After a few years of comparative indifference increasing interest is being shown in the upgrading of low-ash, fine sizes of coal by low-temperature carbonization at the mine. The Utilization of Coal Committee of the British Institution of Mining Engineers, after consideration of the economics of the situation and assuming that a suitable technical process is available, concludes that the manufacture of a low-temperature coke of good quality from cheap small coal should prove a profitable undertaking for coal companies but that, with future growth of the industry, the profits might decrease because of the equalizing of prices of small and lump coal. In general, the low-temperature plants operating at present are situated at mines and working under the conditions prescribed by the committee.

The three Coalite plants of Low Temperature Carbonization, Ltd., at Barugh, near Barnsley, Doncaster, and at the South Metropolitan Gas Works in London are operating at full capacity. The Bussey plant at Glenboig near Glasgow has been started up again by another company. A 50-ton capacity battery of Hird retorts is being installed at the Nostell Colliery, Ltd., near Wakefield. The retorts, of cast-iron heat-resisting metal, have a capacity of 2½ tons of coal and operate on the intermittent, externally heated system.

Although the first Illingworth plants in England failed to operate successfully owing to faulty design, these defects have been corrected in later plants erected in France and Italy. During the year the plant at Courrières has been doubled in size to give a capacity of 250 tons a day. Another 250-ton plant was started up in September 1933 at Maubeuge, and the plant in Italy is in operation.

Because of the lack of home supplies of anthracite many French low-temperature processes are directed toward the production of so-called artificial anthracite made from washed bituminous fines. In several of the processes, the material is briquetted with pitch binder and recarbonized at low temperatures. Most of the processes mentioned in the 1932–33 Minerals Yearbook, as well as several new ones, are operating at various mines.

The outstanding new process of the year is the Koppers mid-temperature or high-temperature (as desired) coking plant at the
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Bruay mines near Bethune, France.\(^3\) Fifty ovens produced 130,000 tons of this coke in 1933. The process resembles that of the late Professor Parr,\(^4\) in that it is carried out in two stages, and the final carbonization is conducted at a medium temperature (700° C. inside oven wall) in existing types of high-temperature ovens.

The ovens at Bruay are of the H. Koppers hairpin type, each about 12 inches wide and 120 cubic feet capacity. The coking time is about 18 hours. The oven charge consists of a carefully mixed blend of dry-cleaned raw coal and low-temperature coke, each pulverized to particles not exceeding 1 millimeter in size. The low-temperature coke is made in rotary kilns at 475° C., after suitable roasting at 350° C. to reduce the caking properties of the coal.

Successful operation of the ovens at these lower temperatures is due to the improved heating system, which provides very uniform temperatures on all sides of the oven.

The product, called Carbolux, is discharged from the oven in massive single pieces. There is no central seam to break them in two. It is free from fissures, resistant to breakage, and almost as reactive as charcoal. The volatile matter ranges from 8 to 12 percent; the ignition temperature is 450° to 460° C. The shatter index over 1½-inch screen is 86 to 88 percent.

The fuel seems ideal for domestic use, but one wonders if a process that has a roaster and low-temperature carbonizer superimposed on an ordinary coke oven can compete with the coke oven alone making ordinary byproduct coke.

The Lecocq Co. has designed and built a full-size oven for mid-temperature carbonization at the Montrambert collieries.\(^5\) Ten to twenty percent of coke dust is blended with the raw coal charge. The coke produced at 700° C. inside oven-wall temperature contains 4 to 6 percent volatile matter, is easily ignited, and burns well in open grates. About twice as much tar is produced as with high-temperature carbonization. The gas, after being scrubbed for light oil, has a calorific value of 750 B.t.u. per cubic foot. A battery of these ovens is being built at Montrambert and at the New Brancepeth Colliery Co., Durham, England.

The British Fuel Research Station likewise is investigating carbonization at midtemperatures (600° to 800° C.). New brick F vertical retorts are being put into operation on such a research program on various coals.\(^6\) These retorts are 21 feet high, 6 feet 6 inches long, and 7 inches wide at the top, widening uniformly to 11 inches at the bottom.

**American developments.**—During the summer of 1933 the Pittsburgh Coal Co., through a controlled subsidiary, the Pittsburgh Coal Carbonization Co., constructed a plant for the production of low-temperature coke adjacent to the Champion No. 1 cleaning plant of the coal company at Champion, Pa., about 20 miles west of Pittsburgh. The process used is a modified form of the Wisner. The coal is oxidized on rectangular multiple hearths and carbonized in a rotor 6 feet inside diameter by 84 feet long. The capacity of
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this unit is 95 tons of raw coal per day, dry weight. Operation was begun on November 1 and has been continuous throughout the winter. The fuel produced is a low-temperature coke of 12 to 14 percent volatile matter. The production passing over ¾-inch square-hole trommel screen is marketed. The minus ½-inch material is pulverized in a hammer mill and recirculated through the carbonizer. The gas produced is used in roasting and carbonizing and for the operation of a tar still. The only byproducts now produced are tar and products obtained from the distillation of this tar. The raw coal used in the process is cleaned fine coal from the Champion No. 1 cleaning plant. The coke produced is a strong, dense, and easily ignitable smokeless fuel. It is on sale in Pittsburgh, Pa., Washington, D.C., and certain other cities under the name of Disco.

The Hayes process has been operated intermittently at the mines of the Ben Franklin Coal Co., Moundsville, W.Va., to supply low-temperature char as needed for the reduction of zinc ore at a near-by smelter.

The Lurgi plant of the Lehigh Briquetting Co. near Dickenson, N.Dak., is operating at a capacity of about 80 tons of briquets per day, using 250 tons of raw lignite, including that used for power and distillation of the tar. Eight to ten gallons of tar are recovered per ton of briquets made. The tar contains 50 to 60 percent of tar acids suitable for wood preserving and disinfecting. During the first 3 months of 1934, 6,300 tons of briquets were made.

HYDROGENATION AND LIQUEFACTION OF COAL

The commercial large-scale production of gasoline from bituminous coal is now assured in England. Fortified by a Government guaranty of continuation of the present preference in tax of 8d. per gallon for the next 4½ years, or for 9 years if the tax is reduced to 4d., Imperial Chemical Industries, Ltd., has begun erecting a commercial plant at Billingham at an estimated cost of $11,000,000. The plant is expected to produce 100,000 tons (37,000,000 United States gallons) of gasoline annually by treating 400 long tons of coal per day. Including the coal used for power, steam, and hydrogen production, the total coal consumption will be 1,000 tons per day, or 3.15 tons of moisture- and ash-free coal per ton of gasoline produced. The over-all thermal efficiency is 40 to 45 percent, and the cost at the plant (including fixed charges and depreciation), based on coal at $3.10 per ton, is estimated at 11 to 12 cents per United States gallon of gasoline.

The vertical converters of the new plant are to be double-walled, consisting of an inner electrically heated thin-walled tube, in which the reaction is carried on, and an outer thick-walled pressure-resisting tube. The space between is insulated so that the temperature of the outer tube does not exceed 150° C., above which hydrogen would weaken the tube. The working pressure is maintained on both sides of the inner tube. The most effective catalyst in the
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first, or liquid phase, is a tin salt; in the second, or vapor phase, molybdenum impregnated on a carrier gives best results. The Leuna Works of the German I. G. Farbenindustrie now has a capacity of producing 350,000 tons of gasoline per year from brown coal and brown-coal tar, and additions are contemplated for the hydrogenation of bituminous coal.  

It is reported that the Korea Nitrogen Co. is planning to erect a plant for coal hydrogenation in Japan with the aid of a State subsidy. It is to be completed in 1935 and will have a capacity of 500,000 tons of gasoline annually.

The Australian Government likewise is considering the question of financial assistance to companies wishing to engage in the manufacture of oil from coal or shale.

Much research on the hydrogenation of coal and tar has been conducted in various countries during the past year. The British Fuel Research Station continued its studies on the fundamentals of coal hydrogenation, particularly the effect of temperature, dispersion media, catalysts, and stirring. In the absence of a liquid medium, compounds of germanium, tin, and lead greatly increased the degree of liquefaction by increasing the speed of the reaction at lower temperatures.

Dispersion of the coal in a liquid medium and the use of catalysts increase the yield of oil. The Mines Department of Canada found metallic copper and molybdenic oxide effective catalysts in reducing coke formation in the hydrogenation of low-temperature tar. Blom recently rendered four noncoking South African coals strongly coking by hydrogenating them under pressure for 5 hours at 380° to 395° C.

The Imperial Fuel Research Institute of Japan has published papers showing that methane is decomposed rapidly at 600° to 800°C with an excess of steam in the presence of nickel catalysts promoted with various other oxides or with potassium carbonate. Ando gives the temperature conditions, catalysts, and products obtained in the hydrogenation of phenol and the phenolic oil in low-temperature tar.

Bahr and Petrick found that the best yields of hydrocarbons from phenols, cresols, and naphthols were obtained at 360° to 380°C, with molybdenic oxide catalysts. Mixtures of molybdenic oxide with the oxides of zinc, aluminum, thallium, and chromium were investigated.
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4 Institution of Mining Engineers (London), Utilization of Coal Committee, Summary of Progress no. 2, Dec. 31, 1933, 4 pp.
The effects of a large number of substances that have been examined for coal hydrogenation are reviewed in Chemical Industry for February 1934.\textsuperscript{17} The production of satisfactory lubricating oil by the partial hydrogenation of low-temperature tar has not been solved yet,\textsuperscript{18} although excellent lubricants are made by hydrogenation of petroleum.

**SYNTHETIC HYDROCARBONS FROM GASES**

Audibert\textsuperscript{19} has reviewed the various processes for the production of motor fuels by the catalytic hydrogenation of carbon monoxide and by the pyrolysis of methane. The Mülheim Coal Research Institute\textsuperscript{20} has continued studies of the reactions involved in the production of synthetic fuels and has produced lubricating oil from a high-boiling fraction (Kogasin II) of the oil obtained in gasoline synthesis, by chlorination and condensation with aluminum chloride.\textsuperscript{21} The chemical utilization of coke-oven gases for the production of alcohols, ammonia, and solvent liquids is continuing at Bethune Mines in France.\textsuperscript{22} At present, the production of synthetic motor fuel from gases does not have as good commercial prospects as production from coal or coal tar by hydrogenation.
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